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In this work we solve the dynamics of the Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian supplemented with Auger terms
and analyze the case of He1 scattered off an Al~100! surface. The dynamical solution is compared with results
of calculations based on much simpler approximations. We prove that resonant and Auger processes can be
treated separately and independently in this case and that charge exchange between He and Al proceeds via
resonant and Auger exchange of electrons between the promoted molecular orbital of He and the conduction
band states of Al.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ion surface collisions have long been used as a tool
surface analysis. The collision determines the final charg
the different ionic species, the amount of electron emiss
and the sputtered particles from the solid. The collision p
cess is a dynamical situation in which charge exchange
tween ion and solid evolve in time. Resonant and Au
mechanisms are responsible for this charge exchange. R
nant processes are basically one-electron, tunneling
cesses between conduction band states of the solid and
lying levels of the atom. In contrast, Auger processes invo
at least two electrons and then a many-body descriptio
necessary, especially when plasmon-assisted neutralizati
important. Then, while the dynamical quantum-mechan
aspects of resonant charge exchange processes have
analyzed by many authors,1–9 Auger processes have most
been treated within a semiclassical approximation~SCA!.10

The purpose of this paper is to include resonant and Au
processes into an unified model for ion neutralization. O
model Hamiltonian is the usual Newns-Anderson Ham
tonian which describes resonant processes, suppleme
with terms describing Auger processes~NAA Hamiltonian!.
In the trajectory approximation, the Hamiltonian depends
time through the dependence of its matrix elements on
distance between atom and surface and the quantum,
dependent problem is solved by means of the Keld
formalism.11 A similar problem was addressed in Ref. 1
where the Green’s function for the atomic state proposed
Keldysh was obtained through its equations of motion a
the self-energies calculated up to second order in the in
action terms. In this work, however, accuracy in the desc
tion of the actual process was sacrificed on behalf of simp
ity and thus several of the approximations made led to
large values of some interactions. In the present work
perform realistic calculations for the case study of He1 on Al
and the results of the dynamical calculations are compa
with results of calculation based on much simpler appro
mations. An interesting question addressed in Refs. 4,
when the SCA is a good approximation to the full dynami
solution. In the SCA one first solves a static problem a
0163-1829/2003/67~20!/205426~9!/$20.00 67 2054
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gets the energy position and width of the atomic level; th
the rates for capture and loss processes are obtained
these widths as a function of the distance between atom
surface. The rates are then inserted into a classical ma
equation which allows us to obtain the occupancy of
atomic level as a function of time.13,14In Sec. II we obtain an
approximate static solution of the NAA Hamiltonian and s
that close enough to the surface the hybridization betw
the orbitals of atom and solid is so strong that it is not p
sible to especify magnitudes such as energy and width of
atomic level at these distances. In Sec. III we solve for
time evolution of our model Hamiltonian. The solution wi
be compared with results of the SCA and we will answer
important question of whether Auger and resonant proce
should be treated coherently or independently. Simplifi
calculations presented in Ref. 12 suggested that quantum
terferences between Auger and resonant processes can
important consequences in the calculation of atomic oc
pancies. Our calculations show that this is not indeed
case for He1 on Al and from this result we can infer tha
resonant and Auger processes should interfere seldom. In
section we will also show by explicit calculations that char
transfer between He and Al takes place between a prom
molecular orbital~MO! and the conduction band states of A
Our conclusions are presented in Sec. IV. Atomic unitse
5\5m51) are used throughout this work.

II. NAA HAMILTONIAN AND STATIC SOLUTION

Our model Hamiltonian is the spinless Newns-Anders
Hamiltonian supplemented with terms describing Auger p
cesses and reads

Ĥ5Ẽa~R!n̂a1(
k

ekn̂k1(
l

e l n̂l

1(
k

@Ta,k~R!ĉa
†ĉk1H.c.#1(

l
@Ta,l~R!ĉa

†ĉl1H.c.#

1 (
kÞk8Þk9,s8

@Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a
A

~R!ĉk
†ĉk8s8

† ĉk9s8ĉa1H.c.#.

~1!
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In Eq. ~1! Ẽa is the ’‘diabatic’’ atomic energy level,R is
the position of the atom with respect to the surface,ek ande l
are the energies of the metal conduction band states an
calized states, respectively,Ta,k andTa,l being their respec-
tive hopping integrals with the atomic orbital. The last te
in Eq. ~1! describes Auger processes with matrix elemen

Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a
A

~R!5E dr1E dr2fk* ~r1!fk8
* ~r2!

3Vscreen~r1 ,r2!fk9~r2!fa~r1!, ~2!

whereVscreen(r1 ,r2) is the Coulomb potential appropriate
screened,fk , fk8 , andfk9 are the wave functions for th
conduction band statesuk&, uk8&, anduk9&, respectively, and
fa is the wave function of the atomic orbital. It should b
kept in mind that statesuk&, uk8&, and uk9& have to be all
different since we are describing a process in which a m
electron is transferred to the ion with simultaneous excitat
of another metal electron.

Different methods can be used to obtain adiabatic ato
levels interacting with a continuum of states.15–18 Here, the
energy position and width of the adiabatic level are obtain
from the resonances of the spectral density of states defi
as19

ra~v!52
1

p
Im^^ĉa ; ĉa

†&&~v1 ih!, ~3!

whereh is an infinitesimal, Im stands for the imaginary pa
and ^^ĉa ; ĉa

†&&(v) is the Fourier transform of the retarde
two-times Green’s function

^^ĉa~ t !; ĉa
†~ t8!&&52 iu~ t2t8!^ ĉa

†~ t8!ĉa~ t !1 ĉa~ t !ĉa
†~ t8!&,

~4!

with the definition,

^^ĉa ; ĉa
†&&~v!5E

2`

1`

d~ t2t8!^^ĉa~ t !; ĉa
†~ t8!&&eiv(t2t8).

~5!

This Green’s function can be obtained exactly if only on
electron interaction terms appear in the Hamiltonian but
is not the case in the presence of Auger terms due to
multielectron character of the Auger interaction. A conv
nient way of obtaining an approximate expression

^^ĉa ; ĉa
†&& is provided by the method of the equations

motion. Following this method, we first take the derivative
Eq. ~4! with respect tot. Then, making use of the relation

dÔ

dt
5 i @Ĥ,Ô#,

valid for any operatorÔ and Fourier-transforming in time w
obtain
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~v2Ẽa!^^ĉa ; ĉa
†&&~v!

511(
k

Ta,k* ^^ĉk ; ĉa
†&&~v!1(

l
Ta,l* ^^ĉl ; ĉa

†&&~v!

1 (
kÞk8Þk9,s8

Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a
A ^^ĉk9s8

† ĉk8s8ĉk ; ĉa
†&&~v!.

~6!

The next step is to calculate the new Green’s functio
appearing on the right-hand side of Eq.~6! from their equa-
tions of motion and then keep terms to lowest order in
interaction integralsT andVA. In this way we can approxi-
mate

~v2ek!^^ĉk ; ĉa
†&&~v!.Ta,k^^ĉa ; ĉa

†&&~v! ~7!

and

~v2e l !^^ĉl ; ĉa
†&&~v!.Ta,l^^ĉa ; ĉa

†&&~v!. ~8!

For the fourth term of Eq.~6! and neglecting exchang
terms, we obtain after a lengthy calculation

~v1ek92ek82ek!^^ĉk9s8
† ĉk8s8ĉk ; ĉa

†&&~v!

.^^ĉa ; ĉa
†&&~v!@^12n̂k9&^n̂k8&^n̂k&Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a

A

1^n̂k9&^12n̂k8&^12n̂k&Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a
A

#, ~9!

where, to zeroth order in the interaction integrals,^n̂k& is the
Fermi-Dirac function evaluated at the energyek . As we will
see below, the second and third terms on the right-hand
of Eq. ~9! describe Auger capture and Auger loss process
respectively.

Equations~7! and ~8! and ~9! are now inserted in Eq.~6!
and our final expression for the spectral density of sta
reads

ra~v!52
1

p
Im

1

v2Ẽa2SR~v1 ih!2SA~v1 ih!
,

~10!

where SR(v1 ih) and SA(v1 ih), the self-energies for
resonant and Auger processes respectively, are given by

SR~v1 ih!5(
k

uTa,ku2

v2ek1 ih
1(

l

uTa,l u2

v2e l1 ih
~11!

and

SA~v1 ih!5SAC~v1 ih!1SAL~v1 ih!, ~12!

where the self-energies for Auger capture and Auger l
processes read

SAC~v1 ih!5 (
k,k8,k9,s8

uVk,k8s8,k9s8,a
A u2

v1ek92ek82ek1 ih
^12n̂k9&

3^n̂k8&^n̂k&, ~13!
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and

SAL~v1 ih!5 (
k,k8,k9,s8

uVk,k8s8,k9s8,a
A u2

v1ek92ek82ek1 ih

3^n̂k9&^12n̂k8&^12n̂k&. ~14!

In the jellium model, Eqs.~13! and~14! can be expresse
in terms of the matrix elements for the transition of o
metal electron to/from the atomic stateMa,k and the dynami-
cal susceptibility for interacting electronsx(q,v;z,z8). Fol-
lowing the steps of Ref. 20, our final expression for the A
ger self-energies are

SAC~v1 ih!5
1

p (
k,kF

E
0

` dv8

v2ek1v81 ihE d2q

~2p!2

3E dzE dz82Im x~q,v;z,z8!

3Ma,k* ~q,z!Ma,k~q,z8! ~15!

and

SAL~v1 ih!5
1

p (
k.kF

E
0

` dv8

v2ek2v81 ihE d2q

~2p!2

3E dzE dz82Im x~q,v;z,z8!

3Ma,k* ~q,z!Ma,k~q,z8!, ~16!

wherekF is the Fermi wave vector andMa,k is given by

Ma,k~q,z!5
2p

q
^fkueiq•x1e2quz2z1uufa&. ~17!

When calculating the resonant self-energy, we follow
linear combination of atomic orbitals~LCAO! approach used
in Refs. 21,22 and write down metal Bloch states in terms
different atomic orbitals. Assuming that core orbitals gi
rise to completely flat bands, the resonant self-energy ca
written as

SR~v1 ih!5(
i , j

Ti ,aTj ,aE de
r i j ~e!

v2e1 ih
1(

l

uTl ,au2

v2e l1 ih
,

~18!

where i , j denote the conduction bands orbitals andr i j (e)
the corresponding density of states. For the case of He on
Ẽa , Ti ,a , andTl ,a were calculated in Ref. 22 as a function
the distance between He and the first atomic layer of Al. T
relevant orbitals are He-1s, Al-3s, and 3p for the conduc-
tion band orbitals and Al- 2s and 2p as core orbitals. See
Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref. 22 for details. For all of these orbit
the Hartree-Fock single-zeta wave functions of Ref. 23 w
used and He was assumed to be on-top position.

With respect to the Auger self-energies, it is easy to
that the imaginary part of the Auger self-energies for capt
and loss processes, Eqs.~15! and ~17! respectively, are re-
lated to the golden rule Auger rates 1/tAC and 1/tAL

24 by
20542
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e

Im SA~v1 ih!52
1

2S 1

tAC
1

1

tAL
D ~v!. ~19!

The real part ofSA(v) gives the contribution of Auger
processes to the energy shift of the atomic level but t
contribution is negligible for the case of He on Al that w
investigate. Therefore in the calculations we will show belo
the Auger self-energy has been approximated by its ima
nary part Eq.~19!. Moreover and for the reasons we will giv
in the next section, we assume that the Auger capture
decreases exponentially away from the jellium edgezj
52 a.u., as suggested by explicit calculations shown in R
24,

1

tAC
~v!5

1

tAC
b

~v!3H e2(z2zj )/d if z.zj ,

1 if z,zj ,
~20!

where the saturation value (1/tAC
b )(v) is calculated using

the bulk formula for the Auger transition rates25 in order to
include the plasmon assisted neutralization processe26

However, the value of the decay lengthd is the one obtained
using a surface response function,d51.15 a.u. from Ref. 21.
With respect to the Auger loss processes, notice that th
processes only can occur in the static case when the ato
energy level is above the Fermi level and this means
tances shorter thanzj for He on Al. Therefore, in our ap-
proximation 1/tAL is calculated in bulk25 and is independen
of distance.

The spectral density of states calculated in this way
shown in Fig. 1 for distances between He and the first ato
layer of Al of ~a! 2 a.u.,~b! 1 a.u., and~c! 0.9 a.u. In Fig.
1~a!, the resonant interaction between He and the conduc
band orbitals of Al shifts down the energy level of He~note
the appearance of a small weight in the density of states
the top of the conduction band! but since the peak position i
below the bottom of the conduction band and there is li
weight at the energies of the conduction band states, the l
width is only due to Auger capture and the line shape
Lorentzian. Up to distances of around 1.1–1.2 a.u. the sp
tral density of states shows a sharp peak below the bottom
the conduction band even though there is an increase
spectral weight of the energies within the conduction ba
We will show in the next section that the SCA is a very go
approximation for problems in which He is scattered off
at distances of the order of 1 a.u. or larger. In Fig. 1~b! the
He-1s energy level has been promoted in such a way that
peak position is within the conduction band. Note how t
line shape is being distorted with respect to the Lorentz
line shape and how the peak is much wider than in Fig. 1~a!.
The interaction between He and the core orbitals of Al
mainly responsible for the position of the peak but the wid
of the level is mostly due to the resonant interaction with
conduction band states. In Fig. 1~c! the hybridization be-
tween the atomic orbitals of He and Al is so strong that
spectral density of states is as wide as the conduction ban
Al. The same situation is found at shorter distances. In th
cases it is impossible to define a level width with confiden
and this renders the SCA a very unreliable approximati
6-3
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Therefore a full dynamical quantum description of char
exchange is necessary whenever He can get closer than
from an Al atom.

III. DYNAMICAL SOLUTION OF THE NAA
HAMILTONIAN: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the time-dependent evolution of the oc
pancy of the He-1s level is analyzed using Keldysh Green
function techniques. Details have been publish
elsewhere.12,27,28Let us only summarize here that the bas
quantity we need is the two-times retarded self-ene

FIG. 1. The spectral density of states as a function of energy
distances between He and the first atomic layer of Al of~a! 2 a.u.,
~b! 1 a.u., and~c! 0.9 a.u. Energy is referred to the Fermi level. T
top and the bottom of the conduction band of Al are at energie
0.43 and20.43 a.u., respectively.
20542
e
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S(t,t8). This quantity can be found using the equations
motion method and, as in the static case, keeping term
lowest order in the interaction integrals. The result is

S~ t,t8!5SR~ t,t8!1SAC~ t,t8!1SAL~ t,t8!, ~21!

where the resonant self-energy is given by

SR~ t,t8!52 iu~ t2t8!

3F(
i , j

Ti ,a~ t !Tj ,a~ t8!E der i j ~e!e2 i e(t2t8)

1(
l

Tl ,a~ t !Tl ,a~ t8!e2 i e l (t2t8)G , ~22!

and the self-energies for Auger capture and loss proce
are given by

SAC~ t,t8!52 iu~ t2t8! (
k,kF

E
0

`dv

p
e2 i (ek2v)(t2t8)

3E d2q

~2p!2E dzE dz82Im x~q,v;z,z8!

3Ma,k* ~q,z,t !Ma,k~q,z8,t8! ~23!

and

SAL~ t,t8!52 iu~ t2t8! (
k.kF

E
0

`dv

p
e2 i (ek1v)(t2t8)

3E d2q

~2p!2E dzE dz82Im x~q,v;z,z8!

3Ma,k* ~q,z,t !Ma,k~q,z8,t8!. ~24!

Equations~22!, ~23!, and~24! produce Eqs.~11!, ~15!, and
~16!, respectively, in the static limit. However, the calcul
tion of the atomic occupancy using Eqs.~23! and~24! in the
dynamical case is too demanding because it is necessa
evaluate a eight-dimensional integral for each pair (t,t8)
with t andt8 along the ion trajectory.~We use 50 000 values
of t and t8 at the lowest velocities!. Therefore in this work
we will use some approximations to the Auger self-energ
that keep the basic physical ingredients of a full calculati
We propose twoAnsätze for the Auger self-energies. Both
use the exact but much more affordable calculation
SA(t,t8) in the bulk of the metal done in Ref. 28 and assum
an exponential decay away from the surface when eithert or
t8 are such that the corresponding perpendicular distanc
outside the jellium edge. As we said before, this exponen
decay is found approximately in explicit calculations of t
Auger transition rates.24

In our first AnsatzSAC,AL(t,t8) are written down28 as

r

of
6-4
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SAC
(1)~ t,t8!

55
SAC

b ~ t2t8! if utu,ut j u and ut8u,ut j u,

2 i
1

2
DAC~ t !d~ t2t8! if utu.ut j u and ut8u.ut j u,

0 in other cases

~25!

and

SAL
(1)~ t,t8!5H SAL

b ~ t2t8! if utu,ut j u and ut8u,ut j u,

0 in other cases.
~26!

In Eqs. ~25! and ~26!, SAC,AL
b (t2t8) are the exact bulk

self-energies,DAC(t) is the static full width at half maximum
~FWHM! of the peak in the static density of states calcula
in Sec. II andt j is the time at which the ion coordinat
perpendicular to the surface equals the jellium edge posi
zj . This Ansatzimplies to use the SCA outside the jellium
edge and it is justified because in Ref. 28 the SCA was fo
to be a vey good approximation for describing Auger p
cesses alone. With respect to Auger loss processes, these
cesses can only take place when the final position of
energy level is above the Fermi level and this is inside
jellium edge in our case: hence Eq.~26!. However, by using
Eqs.~22!, ~25!, and~26! the quantum dynamical character
resonant and Auger processes is kept and they are allow
interfere when they can both contribute to the level wid
and this is inside the jellium edge. ThisAnsatzhas the prob-
lem that the Auger self-energies are discontinuous functi
of t and t8 at t j which leads to discontinuities in the deriva
tive of the atomic occupancy att j .28 To ascertain how seri
ous the problem is we make a secondAnsatzin which the
Auger self-energy has a form similar to the resonant s
energy. We notice in Eq.~22! thatSR(t,t8) is the product of
one factor depending on the time differencet2t8 and the
hopping integrals depending ont andt8, these hopping inte-
grals decreasing exponentially with the distance to the
face similar to the matrix elementsMa,k of Eqs. ~23! and
~24!. In our secondAnsatz, SAC,AL(t,t8) are writen down as

SAC,AL
(2) ~ t,t8!5SAC,AL

b ~ t2t8! f ~ t ! f ~ t8!, ~27!

with

f ~ t !5H e2[z(t)2zj ]/2d if z.zj ,

1 if z,zj .
~28!

Notice that the static limit of Eqs.~22!, ~27!, and~28! is
given by Eqs.~18!, ~19!, and ~20!, respectively. Having de
fined the self-energies, the Keldysh formalism allows us
obtain the atomic occupancy as a function of timena(t)
5^n̂a(t)&, for a given initial condition of incident ions
@na(t→2`)50# or incident neutrals@na(t→2`)51#.

In our calculations He1 is assumed to be perpendicular
incident on an Al~100! surface and scattered off an Al ato
of the first atomic layer with scattering angles of 180° a
136°. The loss of kinetic energy in the scattering ev
is taken into account instantaneously: at the turning po
20542
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of the trajectory the velocity changes abruptly from the
coming valuev in to the outgoing value in the laborator
framevout, vout50.74v in for a scattering angle of 180° an
vout50.77v in for a scattering angle of 136°. Turning poin
were calculated in Ref. 22 as a function of the incident e
ergy. In this work we will focus on the calculation of the io
survival probability defined asP1512na(t→1`), for
na(t→2`)50, which is the magnitude usually measured
low energy ion scattering~LEIS! experiments.

The first results we present concern the accuracy of
SCA in cases where the width of the atomic energy level
well defined quantity. This happens in our case at distan
larger than around 1 a.u. and the width is mostly due
Auger processes as we saw in Sec. II. Conditions for
validity of the SCA were derived in Refs. 4,5 for resona
processes in the limit of a very wide conduction band~there
is no shift of the diabatic levelẼa at all! and in Ref. 28 for
Auger processes. However, it is not evident what the con
tions should be in the present case, where the resonant
energy actually leads to a very pronounced shift of
atomic energy level and the Auger self-energy basically c
tributes only to the level width. The SCA applied to th
calculation ofP1 gives

P15PA, in
1

•PA,out
1 , ~29!

wherePA, in
1 and PA,out

1 , the Auger survival probabilities for
the incoming and outgoing trajectories, respectively, are
culated as

PA, in
1 5expF2

1

v in,z
E

zs

`

dzDAC~z!G , ~30!

and a similar expression forPA,out
1 . In Eq.~30! DAC(z) is the

FWHM of the peak of the static density of states calcula
in Sec. II,v in,z is the component of the velocity perpendic
lar to the surface andzs51.1 a.u. to ensure that the leve
width is well defined at all distances. In the dynamical c
culation we also set the turning point of the trajectories to
a.u. and use the secondAnsatzwhen calculating the Auge
self-energies because the firstAnsatzimplies to use the SCA
in a part of the trajectory already. In Table I we compare
results of the full dynamical calculation ofP1 with the SCA,
Eqs. ~29!,~30!, for a scattering angle of 180°. Note that th
differences between both calculations are smaller than 1
this being a strong indication that Auger processes actu
take place almost adiabatically to the final atomic ene
level obtained from the static calculation.

Next, we will show that the promotion of the He-1s level
due to the interaction with the core levels of Al is an ad

TABLE I. Comparison of the results forP1 obtained with the
SCA and with the full dynamical calculation for He scattered off
at an scattering angle of 180°, for several values of the incid
kinetic energy.

Ein ~eV! 115 150 185 211 300 450 1000

SCA 0.055 0.080 0.101 0.117 0.166 0.229 0.37
Dynamical 0.062 0.086 0.109 0.125 0.172 0.236 0.3
6-5
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batic process at the velocities of concern for this wo
smaller than 1.5 keV. This means that one can safely th
that charge transfer between He and Al proceeds betwee
promoted level of He and the conduction band states o
via resonant or Auger transfer. To assess this point we
compare the results forP1 of our full dynamical calculation
for the NAA Hamiltonian with the results of another dynam
cal calculation but for an ‘‘l -adiabatic’’ Hamiltonian. In the
l-adiabatic Hamiltonian, the diabatic energy levelsẼa ande l
are substituted for the set of MO resulting from the inter
tions Tl ,a among them. It is assumed that only the MOa* ,
which is the MO that approaches asymptotically the atom
orbital a, interacts with the conduction band states of t
metal. Thel-adiabatic Hamiltonian thus reads

Ĥ l -ad5Ea* ~R!n̂a* 1(
k

ekn̂k1(
k

@Ta* ,k~R!ĉa*
† ĉk1H.c.#

1 (
kÞk8Þk9,s8

@Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a*
A

~R!ĉk
†ĉk8s8

† ĉk9s8ĉa*

1H.c.#, ~31!

where the ‘‘l -adiabatic’’ matrix elements are related to th
‘‘diabatic’’ ones by

Ta* ,k~R!5wa*
a

~R!Ta,k~R! ~32!

and

Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a*
A

~R!5wa*
a

~R!Vk,k8s8,k9s8,a
A

~R!, ~33!

wherewa*
a (R) is the weight coefficient of the atomic orbita

a into the MO a* . We define thel-adiabatic ion survival
probability asP1512na* (t→1`), for na* (t→2`)50.
Both calculations of the ion survival probability should giv
similar results if thel-adiabatic approximation is a good on
because orbitalsa anda* are the same asymptotically. Als
we can check the validity of thel-adiabatic approximation
for resonant processes only@VA50 in Hamiltonians~1! and
~31!# and for Auger processes only (Ta,k5Ta* ,k50).

Figure 2 compares the results forP1 of the full dynami-
cal and of thel-adiabatical calculations for a scattering ang
of 180°, for resonant processes only~dots!, Auger processes
@usingAnsatz~1!# only ~lines! and for both kind of processe
included in the Hamiltonian~squares!. The extreme accurac
of the l-adiabatic approximation to the dynamical problem
noteworthy. We also present in this figure results of the
dynamical calculation usingAnsatz~2! for the Auger self-
energies~triangles! and note that the differences between c
culations using bothAnsatzeare not significant. Also note
that the results forP1 taking into account Auger proces
only do not follow a perfect straight line; for the highe
velocities He can reach a distance at which thel-adiabatic
level is above the Fermi level where Auger loss processes
possible. The survival probability for resonant proces
~dots! shows two minima at incident kinetic energies of 1
and 450 eV. The first of these is a joint effect of the tw
Al-core orbitals included in the present calculation; th
20542
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ill
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-
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minimum disappears and only one minimum is left at
higher kinetic energy if we include either the 2s level or the
2p level of Al.

An important outcome of the present analysis is to ver
that for the case of He on Al Auger and resonant proces
can be separated and treated independently. This will be d
by comparing the full dynamical solution of the NAA Hami
tonian with the ‘‘separation’’ formula22,29

P15PA, in
1

•Psurv
1

•PA,out
1 1~12PA, in

1 !•Preion•PA,out
1 . ~34!

In this equationPA, in
1 and PA,out

1 are given by Eq.~30! with
zs51.1 a.u. the distance at which the final static energy le
crosses the bottom of the conduction band.Psurv

1 and Preion

are the resonant survival probability and the resonant re
ization probability, respectively, and both are the results o
dynamical calculation including resonant processes o
~that isVA50 in Hamiltonian~1!# with initial conditions for
incident ions and incident neutrals, respectively. Equat

FIG. 2. Comparison of the results for the ion survival probab
ity obtained with the full dynamical calculation~closed symbols!
and with thel-adiabatical calculation~open symbols! for the cases
of resonant processes only~dots!, Auger processes only~lines! and
both kinds of processes included in the Hamiltonians~squares!.
Also shown for comparison are the results of the full dynami
calculation including resonant and Auger processes@Ansatz~2!# ~tri-
angles!. He1 is scattered from Al at a scattering angle of 180
Incident kinetic energies~in eV! are marked by arrows on the uppe
x axis.
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~34! implies that Auger and resonant processes can be s
rated and treated independently.

In Fig. 3 we show, for a scattering angle of 180°, t
resonant survival probabilityPsurv

1 ~dots!, the Auger probabil-
ity of Eq. ~29! ~continuous line!, the probability for the sur-
vival channelPA, in

1 Psurv
1 PA,out

1 ~open diamonds! and the total
value of P1 given by Eq.~34! ~solid diamonds!. This last
result should be compared with the results of the full d
namical calculations with bothAnsätze for the Auger self-
energies represented by solid squares@Ansatz~1!# and solid
triangles@Ansatz~2!#. We can appreciate that the separati
approximation is excellent for the ion kinetic energies of t
present work. The larger differences between Eq.~34! and
the dynamical calculation are in the region of energ
smaller than 200 eV, where the resonant channel is ope
and in the region of energies around 450 eV, where the re
nant channel starts to close. We attribute these difference
quantum interferences between Auger and resonant
cesses. These results allow us to infer that those interfere
should not lead to dramatic effects in a general case.

FIG. 3. The contribution of different processes to the ion s
vival probability of He1 backscattered from Al at a scattering ang
of 180°. Continuous line: Auger survival probability~29!. Dots:
resonant survival probability. Open diamonds: survival chan
Closed diamonds:P1 given by the separation approximation, E
~34!. Closed squares: full dynamical calculation usingAnsatz~1! for
the Auger self-energy. Closed triangles: full dynamical calculat
usingAnsatz~2! for the Auger self-energy. Incident kinetic energi
~in eV! are marked by arrows on the upperx axis.
20542
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should expect important quantum-interference effects w
we have two processes which can happen at the same
and with similar probabilities. This is going to be very se
dom the case with resonant and Auger processes. For
system He/Al, we have just seen that Auger processes
tribute to charge tranfer in one part of the trajectory a
resonant processes in another, spatially separated part
pending on the position of the atomic energy level relative
the conduction band. For other systems, such as H/Al,
atomic energy level is resonating with the Al conducti
band in a large range of distances13,16 so then resonant an
Auger processes could in principle interfere but since
expect that the probability for resonant processes is m
larger that the probability for Auger processes@in a way
similar to what we find in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!# we should not
expect quantum interferences to play a big role in cha
exchange for these systems, either. The calculations for
ger processes, shown as continuous lines in Figs. 2 an
differ in that the effect of the resonant interaction with t
conduction band states is not included in Fig. 2~we took
Ta,k50 in that calculation!.

In Fig. 4 we again compare the results of the full dynam
cal calculation with the ‘‘separation’’ approximation, Eq
~34!, for a scattering angle of 136°. The situation is co
pletely similar to the one found in Fig. 4 and the two kind
calculations only differ slightly when the resonant chann
opens or closes. The results of this work differ from t
calculation presented in Ref. 22 in that we recalculate
Auger survival probabilities according to the level width
found in the static solution of our Hamiltonian, we hav
included the loss of kinetic energy of He1 in the scattering
event and we have improved the accuracy of the calculat
When comparing the present results with the experime
data, taken for incident energies between 500 and 1000
and shown in Ref. 22 we find that the theoretical results
P1 are a factor of 3 to 5 larger than the experiment. O
source of the discrepancy comes from the use of a too sim
wave function for He in the calculation of the hopping int
gralsT and Auger matrix elementsVA. In particular, it was
shown in Ref. 30 that the use of a better and more exten
wave function increases the values of the rates for Au
capture processes. To see this effect in our dynamical ca
lations we recalculate the Auger self-energy@Ansatz~2!# us-
ing the Hartree-Fock wave function of Ref. 31 while leavin
the resonant self-energy unchanged. In Fig. 5 we comp
the results of both dynamical calculations. The theoreti
results improve by 50–100 % in the energy range 500–1
eV but are still a factor of 2–3 larger than the experime
This suggest that we can expect further improvement of
calculation if we would recalculate the hopping integra
with a better and more extended description of He and
orbitals. Also, a more realistic description of the interacti
between He and the Al surface, taking into account m
than one atom, should lead to different results, especially
the larger incident energies, when the turning points of
trajectories are closer to the surface. Finally, another ef
that has to be considered is the fact that the velocity of
projectile do not change abruptly at the turning point of t
trajectory but rather the loss of kinetic energy is gradual u
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being zero at the distance of closest approach. This will
affect our results for Auger processes because these
cesses operate far from the turning point of the trajectory
it may modify the values of our calculated ion fractions sin
the available time for resonant charge transfer gets lon
However, the main findings of this article are unchanged
this effect.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have solved the dynamics of the Newns-Anders
Hamiltonian supplemented with Auger terms~NAA Hamil-
tonian! and analyzed the case of He1 scattered from Al. We
show that the SCA is a good approximation if the distan
between He and Al are larger than around 1 a.u. but tha
closer distances this approximation is not reliable due to
strong hybridization between He and the conduction b
states of Al. However, one can separate Auger and reso
processes, treating Auger processes within the SCA w
keeping the quantum character of resonant processes

FIG. 4. The contribution of different processes to the ion s
vival probability of He1 backscattered from Al at a scattering ang
of 136°. Continuous line: Auger survival probability~29!. Dots:
resonant survival probability. Closed diamonds:P1 given by the
separation approximation~34!. Closed squares: full dynamical ca
culation usingAnsatz ~1! for the Auger self-energy. Closed tri
angles: full dynamical calculation usingAnsatz~2! for the Auger
self-energy. Incident kinetic energies~in eV! are marked by arrows
on the upperx axis.
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prove that the promotion of the He-1s level due to its inter-
action with the core levels of Al is an adiabatic process a
therefore one can understand charge transfer between He
Al as resonant or Auger exchange of electrons between
promoted orbital and the conduction band states of
Agreement between theory and experiment improves con
erably if we improve our treatment of the He-1s wave func-
tion when calculating the contribution of Auger processes
charge exchange.
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